Acoustic Collection
LIGHTING NEVER SOUNDED SO GOOD
LightArt’s research and development team collaborated with acoustics expert Zackery Belanger of Arcgeometer in a pivotal partnership for the Acoustic Collection.

The ongoing effort includes laboratory and field measurements to yield a deep understanding of the performance of the Acoustic Collection as effective acoustic and lighting solutions.

NWAA LABS, ELMA, WA
LightArt Product Designer Caleb Patterson with Zackery Belanger testing the Static beams.
Silence Illuminated
A combination of Static Beams and static Slim Baffles in a workplace concept.
Echo Grid | Konica Minolta | Specifier: EWP Architects

Static Beams | Billtrust | Specifier: Acquilano Leslie, Inc.
Sola Felt utilizes 3form’s PET technology, incorporating 50% post-consumer recycled content. The material is designed to be environmentally sound, durable, and acoustically impactful.

**STOCK COLORS**

CITRINE  ARIES  RUBY  ADMIRAL  OXFORD  HUNTER  BURNT UMBER  CASHMERE  ZINC  NICKEL  MOON  ARMOR  MINERAL  CAST  EBONY

**LIGHTING**

Solid State LED  
120v–277v input  
0–10v dimming

**HARDWARE**

White power cord to canopy  
3/64” stainless steel cables to ceiling  
Adjustable 12°–90° suspension  
White canopy and dress plate mounts to standard junction box (provided by others)

**STANDARDS**

Echo + Static: 4–6 week lead time  
Box + Drum + Ring: 8–12 week lead time  
5 year limited warranty  
UL compliant components

**MORE INFO**

Please visit lightart.com for detailed specification sheets, acoustic performance, and 3D files.
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